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Abstract

The Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities states that access to information through written and electronic communications is essential for personal development and full participation in society. In digital scenarios, media services, such as audio descriptions, subtitles, or sign language, facilitate access to content with a focus on sensory barriers. Still, there are shortcomings in addressing other needs, such as cognitive ones. This article aims to suggest a taxonomy of the emerging easy-to-understand access services that cater for the needs of audiences who struggle with understanding audiovisual content for varied reasons, such as low literacy, reading or learning difficulties, temporary impairments, or insufficient language skills. The taxonomy uses Gottlieb’s (2005) semiotically-based classification to define E2U access services within the landscape of Audiovisual translation and to classify them according to their semiotic identity as compared to the standard access services.
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Resumen
La Convención sobre los Derechos de las Personas con Discapacidad establece que el acceso a la información escrita y electrónica es esencial para el desarrollo personal y una participación social plena. En escenarios digitales, los servicios de accesibilidad como la audiodescripción, el subtítulo o la lengua de signos facilitan dicho acceso, especialmente en el caso de barreras sensoriales. Sin embargo, en el ámbito cognitivo aún quedan barreras por salvar. Este artículo presenta una taxonomía de servicios de accesibilidad que usan métodos de simplificación para facilitar el acceso a personas con dificultades de comprensión, ya sea por problemas de lectura, aprendizaje, discapacidad temporal o niveles insuficientes de lengua. La taxonomía presentada utiliza la clasificación semiótica de Gottlieb (2005) para ubicar estos servicios de accesibilidad dentro de la traducción audiovisual y para clasificarlos según su identidad semiótica en comparación con los servicios de accesibilidad estándar.

Palabras clave: Accesibilidad cognitiva; Lectura fácil; Lenguaje llano; Simplificación textual; Servicios de accesibilidad fáciles de comprender.

1. Introduction
Audiovisual text is conveyed by both audio and visual channels. Viewers listen and view the information as they begin to decode the message and create meaning. In this process, sensory reception and language skills seem to be critical. Hence, if challenged, understanding and communication could be at stake.

The Audiovisual Translation (AVT) modes subtitling and dubbing emerged to overcome language barriers. Today, the AVT landscape has expanded and includes access services to address the needs of audiences with sensory disabilities. For instance, audio descriptions render content aurally that would usually only be conveyed visually. Similarly, intralingual subtitles provide audiences with hearing loss with written translations of the spoken text.

The question arising is whether audiovisual content provided by these access services is also cognitively accessible for audiences such as: (a) users who can see but struggle reading or understanding written content; (b) users who can see and hear but have difficulties understanding content; and (c) users with multiple needs: for instance, a user may have hearing loss and also have problems reading subtitles or a user with visual loss may have difficulties understanding a dense audio description that is provided as an alternative.
Until today, there is no common definition of cognitive accessibility (Johansson 2016), although it has been studied from many perspectives such as linguistics (Siddharthan 2014; Arfé, Mason & Fajardo 2017), web accessibility and digital inclusion (Sevilla, Martínez & Alcantud 2007; COGA 2018), inclusion (Verdugo & Schalock 2010), education (Vived & Molina 2012; Belinchón, Casas, Diez & Tamarit 2014), information design (Johansson 2016), computer science (Shardlow 2014), accessible cities (CEAPAT 2015), and e-learning (Olivetti Belardinelli 2008). In the field of AVT, new so-called easy-to-understand (E2U) or easy services are now being described (Bernabé & Orero 2019).

These E2U access services depart from the standard access services and use simplification methods such as Plain Language (PL) or Easy to Read (E2R) to enhance cognitive accessibility of audiovisual content. For instance, E2U audio descriptions (Bernabé & Orero forthcoming), E2U subtitles (Bernabé et al. forthcoming; Oncins et al. 2020), and simplified respeaking (Eugeni 2017). Research within AVT Studies is now also being conducted, e.g., in the EU co-funded EASIT project,2 which is catering for the need for training material and recommendations to create easy-to-understand audiovisual content, and the EU H2020 project ImAc,3 which is currently testing the reception of E2R subtitles in immersive contexts. All these efforts and approaches share the goal of improving cognitive accessibility, which Johansson (2016: 20) defines as follows:

Cognitive accessibility is the extent to which products, systems, services, environments and facilities can be used by people from a population with the widest range of cognitive characteristics and capabilities to achieve a specified goal in a specified context of use.

A legitimate question at this stage would be whether E2U access services are exactly equivalent to the standard access services they emerge from and, thus, only differ in the use of a “more simple language” or whether they display idiosyncratic features and have their place within AVT. To answer this question, this article explores the semiotic composition of E2U access services as compared to their standard counterparts. To this end, it departs
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from Gottlieb’s (2005) taxonomy and draws upon both the previous definitions and the presumption that cognitive characteristics of standard access services—or more generically audiovisual content—are modifiable. This singularity provides leverage to enhance their cognitive accessibility when they are designed according to valid guidelines, such as WCAG as proposed by Johansson (2016), and according to simplification guidelines and recommendations, such as PL and E2R as it is suggested in this article.

2. Easy-to-understand meets Audiovisual Translation

The term “easy-to-understand”\(^4\) is used in this article as an umbrella term to describe content, methods, products, or services that rely on text or graphical simplification to enhance their cognitive accessibility during the interaction with the user. In this sense, E2U access services provide audiovisual content through E2U-designed access services. The overall goal pursued is to make audiovisual content accessible to audiences with the widest range of cognitive characteristics and capabilities.

Because interaction begins at an early stage, with users navigating and browsing through search engines, menus, and options before they reach the actual audiovisual content, E2U access services must approach accessibility throughout the entire provision chain. This broader definition of access services is in line with Articles 9 and 21 of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) (United Nations 2006) and also endorses the view that accessibility should encompass content, design, and technology. This article defines E2U access services in these terms and expands on how these demands can be taken into consideration in Section 3.

Simplification, text reduction, reformulation, condensation, omissions, and decimation are terms already attached to the field of Audiovisual Translation (AVT). They relate to the way different access services overcome textual, situational, or technical constraints. For instance, space or time restrictions in subtitles (Gottlieb 1992, 2005; Marinetti 2012); speech-related challenges in real-time, intralingual subtitling (Eugeni 2008; Eugeni & Bernabé 2020); or genre-related constraints, as is the case in audio descriptions

\(^4\) This term has already been used by Inclusion Europe (2009), IFLA (2010) and is equivalent to the term “easy” introduced by Bernabé & Orero (2019).
for children or young audiences (Orero 2011). Though standard access services use such simplification strategies to support understandability, their focus is to provide an alternative way of conveying content when one of the main channels, visual or aural, are challenged. Conversely, in this article, it is presumed that E2U access services subordinate visual or aural accessibility to cognitive accessibility and, thus, are not functionally equivalent with their standard counterparts.

As translations that derive from standard access services, E2U content aligns with translation approaches that allow for the incorporation of “alterations and new perspectives” (Díaz Cintas 2004: 31), consider “audiences with different socio-cultural and socio-linguistic backgrounds and expectations” (Gambier 2003: 178), and allow for wider understanding of translation beyond an “interlingual, conventionalised and isosemiotic translation” (Gottlieb 2005: 43). These perspectives are, for instance, Transadaptation (Gambier 2003), Descriptive Translation Studies (Holmes 1972; Toury 1995; Díaz Cintas 2004), or Multidimensional Translation (Gerzymisch-Arbogast 2005; Gottblieb 2005; Gerzymisch-Arbogast 2007).

According to the semiotically based parameters provided by Gottlieb’s, E2U content can be classified as translations that (a) comprise types of communication “not involving language in a traditional way”, (b) act as “text enhancers” and focus on how the target texts are cognitively perceived, and (c) acknowledge the translation product as “more free” and “less predictable” (Gottlieb 2005: 33, 37).

As for their non-standard use of language, Plain Language and Easy to Read converge with the semiotic approach in two ways. First, in its view of “language” as an “animate communicative system working through the combination of sensory signs”, meaning verbal and nonverbal elements (Gottlieb 2005: 35). PL and E2R rely on verbal codes, paratextual and prosodic features (e.g., typographical choices, intonation, speed of voice), and nonverbal elements (e.g., nonverbal illustrations, pictograms, or ideograms). Second, PL and E2R deviate from standard use and style recommendations. For instance, both build upon the use of repetition (e.g., lexical and syntactical), short sentences, explicitness, and syntactic redundancy (Inclusion Europe 2009; PLAIN 2011).
As for the cognitive reception of texts, E2U access services address audiences that need support by decoding and understanding the content for various reasons. They act as text enhancers that support understandability in different ways. For instance, by reducing the terminological or syntactic load, by adding linguistic information or nonverbal elements to either make the message more explicit or to activate prior knowledge (Arfe, Mason & Fajardo 2017; Wengelin 2019), or by providing knowledge that is considered as presupposed. These enhancing strategies draw upon the assumption that removing linguistic complexity on a lexical or grammatical level alone does not necessarily aid (inferential) comprehension, as shown in young or poor readers (di Mascio, Gennari & Vittorini 2011) and L2 learners (Urano 2000). In Translation, these strategies to secure cohesion are referred to as universals of translation (Laviosa-Brathwaite 2001).

To sum up, in this article simplification is considered both reductive and additive. Thus, E2U translations are considered to act as “text enhancers” and “thus boosting the impact of the original figures [texts], which on their own terms may not be cognitively, fully comprehensible to the audience” (Gottlieb 2005: 37). This primary role as text enhancers does not exclude the other functions attributed by Gottlieb (2005) to translations: text substitutes, translations crossovers, or supplements. However, this taxonomy subordinates them to their primary role of E2U content as text enhancers.

As for the extent to which E2U translations are “more free” and “less predictable”, translations that use sets of “rules” are considered in Gottlieb’s taxonomy as “conventionalised” translations (Gottlieb 2005: 36). As such, they are predictable and closer to the original, and allow “reconstruct[ing] the original from the translated version […]—to a certain extent”. Though the creation of E2U translations adheres to the guidelines and recommendations of PL and E2R, it would not be possible to reconstruct the source text after simplification. And, thus, E2U translations are considered inspirational translations.

All things considered, the AVT landscape can expand and incorporate easy access services (Bernabé & Orero 2019), which both originate from their standard counterparts (e.g., audio descriptions, subtitles) and deviate from them to fulfil their function as “text enhancers” (Gottlieb 2005: 37). As translations, E2U access services are inspirational, however, regulated by
recommendations and guidelines arising from: (a) text simplification guidelines and recommendations; (b) guidelines governing the underlying standard access service (e.g., audio description or subtitling guidelines), and (c) digital accessibility guidelines as explained in section 3. The differences with the standard access services arise from a non-standard use of language and an idiosyncratic and combined use of semiotic codes (verbal and nonverbal), which include elaborating or adding new elements to make audiovisual content cognitively more accessible.

The next section explores the use of simplification methods to create E2U content for access services.

2.1. Standard access services meet simplification methods

Simplification methods can make content more cognitively accessible (Arfe, Mason & Fajardo 2017) and, thus, reduce the cognitive load that users experience during the interaction. These methods can be classified as verbal or nonverbal based on the semiotic codes they use.

As for verbal simplification methods, they can be classified into text simplification methods or easifications. Text simplification methods modify the original text manually or automatically, by either reducing their linguistic complexity, adding linguistic information, or by text elaboration (García 2012; Siddharthan 2014). Conversely, easifications maintain the unchanged original and provide readers with so-called “easification devices”. These devices are organisation strategies (e.g., restructuring, reorganising, rearranging) for presenting the text “without in any way modifying or mutilating the lexis or the syntax of the text” (Bathia 1983). Lastly, as for nonverbal simplification methods, they rely on graphical symbols such as pictograms or ideograms (Tuset et al. 2011).

The classification provided in this section considers two verbal methods—Plain Language and Easy to Read—and also nonverbal simplification through graphical-symbols, whereas it excludes easification for three main reasons. First, the use of easification devices would not be viable, for instance, in TV shows or movies; second, they will hinder enjoyment; and, third, they would exclude simplification in real-time and live situations. Nonetheless, text simplification also bears risks as pointed out by Bathia (1983), since it is
based on assumptions made by the adapter, the changes in lexis and elaborations may not fully transfer the original meaning, and it does not help readers to develop their own coping strategies for a specific text.

Plain language and Easy to Read are both text simplification methods that aim to make information accessible and to enable self-determination and self-advocacy (Cornelius 2010). They have emerged to cover needs arising from two different fields. The Plain Language Action and Information Network (PLAIN) states “Plain Language is communication your audience can understand the first time they read or hear it.” (PLAIN, n.d.). Plain Language emerged in the United States in the past century triggered by the need for “making legal, government, and economic texts accessible to lay-readers” (García 2012). PL development was top-down, promoted by the Government and supported by financial institutions that were facing legal suits coming from consumer associations (Berent 2010). As a method, Plain Language builds on recommendations related to the design and linguistic simplification—syntax, grammar and lexis.

Conversely, the development of E2R was bottom-up and triggered by end-user associations, such as People First in the United States in the 70s, to protect and promote the rights of people with diverse intellectual and learning capabilities. In Europe, the umbrella end-users association Inclusion Europe (IE) has been working since 1988 towards the same goals. Its efforts led to the Easy to Read guidelines Information for All in 2009, which are available in 16 languages. As opposed to Plain Language, Easy to Read primarily targets the needs of persons with diverse intellectual and learning capabilities (IFLA 2010; Inclusion Europe 2009).

The document entitled Guidelines for easy-to-read materials by the International Federation of Library Association and Institutions (IFLA) provides two definitions of the term Easy to Read and explicitly relates to the second one (IFLA 2010: 3):

One means a linguistic adaptation of a text that makes it easier to read than the average text but which does not make it easier to comprehend; the other definition means an adaptation that makes both reading and comprehension easier.

Both definitions draw upon three main underlying concepts: legibility, readability, and understandability. Legibility is related to the first interaction
between the reader and paratextual elements, as defined by Tinker (1963). Legibility parameters are design-related, language-independent, and range from typographical variables such as font-size or font-type to layout ratios such as contrast or the ratio of text to white space (Inclusion Europe 2009; Yuste Frías 2012; Nietzio, Naber & Bühler 2014). Readability is a wider concept. It relates to linguistic parameters that make a text more or less complex, but also to legibility (Burtt 1949; European Commision 2019; Siddharthan 2014; Fajardo et al. 2014). Lastly, understandability refers to the personal ability of a reader to infer meaning from a text (e.g., literal, inferential) (Siddharthan 2014). Understandability depends on external variables (e.g., light, brightness, background noise) and intrinsic ones such as reader motivation and prior knowledge.

According to these definitions, readability is extrinsic to the reader and influences the individual resources dedicated to the decoding task (Brueggeman 2000). Readability can be improved by manual and automatic simplification methods (García 2012; Shardlow 2014), whereas understandability is intrinsic to the user and depends on “the reader’s familiarity with the source vocabulary, their understanding of key concepts, or time and care that were taken to read the text” (Siddharthan 2014). In this article, these concepts are defined in these terms.

In summary, E2R and PL are text simplification methods based on paratextual and linguistic rules and recommendations that aim to improve readability and to support understandability. They can therefore be used to enhance the cognitive accessibility of AV content. The resulting E2U content would be verbal as opposed to nonverbal content, which would rely on graphical symbols.

To the author’s knowledge, pictogram methods do not yet exist as E2U nonverbal access services. However, there are already digital products (e.g., web applications, software) that use this form of nonverbal mediation: for instance, Text2Pic, Proloquo2Go, iPicto, Pict-Net, and AraBoard. In AVT, the use of graphical symbols has been studied in subtitles for the Deaf and
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5. For simplification purposes, the term pictogram is used to refer to graphical symbols, pictograms, and ideograms.
hard-of-hearing as was the case in the EU co-funded project DTV4All.\(^6\) Currently, non-verbal graphical symbols such as arrows are being tested as orientation aids in combination with subtitles in immersive settings in the EU co-funded project ImAc.

The next section uses ‘Simplification method’ as a parameter to classify access services that use simplification strategies emerging from the methods described. The classification focuses on how the use of such methods transforms the properties of standard access services (e.g., subtitles, audio descriptions) in terms of semiotic composition. The extent to which they support or improve understandability is excluded at this stage since understandability is intrinsic to the person and must be validated by end-users (Inclusion Europe 2009; IFLA 2010; Shardlow 2014). However, this article acknowledges its importance and includes in Section 4 a classification of E2U audiovisual content according to two parameters: (a) Validation goal and (b) Validation point in time.

A classification based on Gottlieb’s taxonomy facilitates an understanding of how E2U access services may differ in their semiotic composition, identity, and channels, from the standard access services when they use verbal and nonverbal simplification methods to make AV content easy to understand.

The operationalisation of the parameter Simplification method yields two types of services according to their semiotic identity, namely verbal or nonverbal. While verbal access services may include both verbal elements exclusively or a combination of verbal and nonverbal ones, nonverbal access services are limited to nonverbal elements.

Simplification method:
- E2U verbal access services
- E2U nonverbal access services

2.2. Semiotic composition of E2U access services

Gottlieb’s taxonomy (2005) classifies standard access services by comparing their semiotic composition with that of the original texts. The categorisation considers two parameters: a) their semiotic identity, which refers to the use
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6. https://sound-advice.ie/dtv4all-eu/
of verbal or nonverbal codes, and b) the semiotic channels available in the communication.

As for their semiotic identity, access services can be “intrasemiotic” and subsequently employ the same verbal or nonverbal code(s) as the original—for instance, in dubbing and subtitling (verbal-verbal)—or can be “intersemiotic” and thus use a different code(s)—as is the case with audio descriptions (nonverbal-verbal).

As for the semiotic channels, this aspect refers to the semiotic channels available to the audience. Whenever audiences can access the content through the same channels as with the original version, the access services are called “isosemiotic”. If the available channels are different, they are called “diasemiotic”—e.g., subtitles convey the original (aurally delivered) content through the written (visual) channel. Lastly, semiotic channels can also be “supersemiotic” or “hyposemiotic” depending on whether there are more or fewer channels available than for the original.

Similarly, this section classifies E2U access services based on their semiotic composition. At this point, a first definition of E2U access services is proposed:

Easy-to-understand access services use simplification methods, verbal or nonverbal, to make audiovisual content accessible for users with the widest range of cognitive characteristics and capabilities.

As for their semiotic identity, while E2U nonverbal access services encompass methods that use exclusively nonverbal elements (e.g., pictogram methods), E2U verbal access services employ both methods that use only verbal codes and methods that combine verbal and nonverbal elements (e.g., PL or E2R and pictograms).

As for the semiotic channels available to the user, this taxonomy presumes that E2U access services are channel-equivalent with the standard services. In this sense, an E2U dubbed movie would use the same channels as the standard dubbed movie and, thus, be channel-equivalent. Additionally, an E2U audiobook and a standard audiobook would both be diasemiotic compared to the original. This is the case because the reader, or, better said, the listener, would perceive the information aurally, compared with the visual channel used in the original book. Another example of channel equivalence between
a standard access service and the E2U counterpart would be when both are hyposemiotic as is the case for subtitles and E2U subtitles for persons with hearing loss. Nonetheless, the taxonomy acknowledges that the degree to which an E2U access service is channel-equivalent to the standard service depends on the sensory and cognitive capabilities of the audience.

The fact that simplification also considers additions and elaborations as strategies to enhance understandability has led in this taxonomy to include a new category named “enhancing”. The name is inspired by the underlying “cognitive decoding activity” of “translations as text enhancers” as defined by Gottlieb (2005: 37). The category “Enhancing” is used to describe E2U access services that add verbal or nonverbal semantic material as a simplification strategy. This approach is complementary to the “deverbalising” and “verbalising” ones described by Gottlieb (2005: 37), which focus on replacing verbal elements with nonverbal ones. Examples of “enhancing” services are provided in the sections below.

In digital accessibility contexts, such additions already exist as is the case with so-called “extended audio description”. The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 2.1) describe them as audio descriptions that stop the audio and video briefly to provide “critical information” that cannot be included otherwise due to time constraints (W3C 2016).

2.2.1. E2U nonverbal services

E2U nonverbal services use nonverbal simplification methods, such as pictograms, to adapt the audiovisual content. They are:

- intrasemiotic, when they use the same nonverbal code or codes as in the standard access service, or
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7. For simplification, the term “pictogram methods or services” will be used to refer to access service that use graphical symbols, being them pictograms, ideograms, emojis, etcetera.

8. The terms “to adapt” and “adaptation” are often used in E2R contexts to describe the creation of E2U texts both either from scratch or from standard content (Inclusion Europe 2009; IFLA 2010; CEAPAT 2015). The terms refer to the changes made to a text to make “both reading and comprehension easier”, as explained in the definition provided by IFLA (2010).
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– intersemiotic, when they use different nonverbal codes compared to the standard access service.

The following table shows some examples.

Table 1. Examples of nonverbal E2U access services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonverbal E2U access services</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– intrasemiotic or</td>
<td>Easy pictogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– intrasemiotic and enhancing</td>
<td>Easy sign language⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easy music arrangements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– intersemiotic or</td>
<td>Easy pictogram versions of:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– intersemiotic and enhancing</td>
<td>Intertitles, subtitles, surtitles, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Written explanations¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Written summaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easy music arrangements based on other nonverbal content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intrasemiotic, nonverbal, E2U access services would use the same nonverbal code(s) to adapt the audiovisual content. For example; an E2U access service that uses easy pictograms to adapt a pictogram access service would be nonverbal and intrasemiotic. Similarly, an E2U access service that uses E2U sign language to adapt an access service that uses sign language would also be intrasemiotic and nonverbal. In these cases, both access services use the same signs and, thus, sign-equivalent.

Whenever the adaptation involves adding new, nonverbal material as new content to improve understandability, the E2U access services would also be “enhancing”. It is this additive layer which will make E2U2 services differ semantically from the standard ones. Lastly, as per definition, E2U nonverbal access services exclude intralingual and interlingual forms.

Intersemiotic, nonverbal, E2U access services would adapt the audiovisual content by either using a different nonverbal code(s) compared to the

---

⁹. Though sign language also uses verbal elements to support the nonverbal signs, the main semiotic code is considered to be nonverbal.
¹⁰. Explanations are considered here as texts that provide audiences with additional information. Explanations aim to express content. They can be visually or aurally conveyed and include informative and descriptive information.
standard access service or by adapting verbal content, making it nonverbal. An example of the latter would be an E2U access service that provides E2U pictograms of verbal subtitles. Similarly, an E2U access service may provide an easy-music arrangement based on E2U pictogram content.

Intersemiotic, nonverbal E2U access services cannot be deverbalising or verbalising since they would then be verbal access services. However, they can be enhancing and add nonverbal semiotic material as compared to the standard access services.

To sum up, the examples show that nonverbal simplification methods such as pictograms can be used to create E2U nonverbal access services. These services would either have the same semiotic identity as the standard and, thus, be intrasemiotic or use different nonverbal codes and, thus, be intersemiotic.

Both intrasemiotic and intersemiotic types can also be “enhancing”. In such cases, the amount of semantic and semiotic material would be different. Intrasemiotic E2U access services would convey the semantic load of the message by adding new material of the same kind, whereas intersemiotic ones would use different codes.

The next step towards the development of such services would be to describe them and to conduct reception studies to evaluate their acceptability and usefulness in terms of understandability, viability, and cognitive load.

2.2.2. E2U verbal services

E2U verbal services reach simplification by using methods that rely on verbal codes either exclusively or in combination with nonverbal elements. They can be:

- Intrasemiotic, when they use the same codes as the standard counterpart. For instance, standard intralingual subtitles and E2U intralingual subtitles.
- Intersemiotic, when the codes differ. For instance, E2U intralingual subtitles that combine text and pictograms.

Intrasemiotic E2U verbal services use the same verbal or verbal-nonverbal code(s) as the standard service. They are intralingual, when they use the same language, or interlingual, when the language differs. In both cases, they can be
“enhancing” and add new semantic material, either of the same semiotic type and, thus, be intrasemiotic or of a different type and, thus, be intersemiotic.

Figure 1. Example of E2R intrasemiotic and intralingual subtitles

Intersemiotic E2U verbal services can emerge from either non-verbal or other verbal access services. In the first instance, E2U verbal services adapt the non-verbal audiovisual content using verbal elements and, thus, can be described as “verbalizing” (Gottlieb 2005: 37). In its role, “enhancing” elements would add verbal elements.

In the second case, intersemiotic, E2U verbal services can also emerge from adapting verbal access services by using either nonverbal elements to replace the verbal ones and, thus, be “deverbalizing” (Gottlieb 2005: 37) or by additions and, thus, be “enhancing”.

For instance, intersemiotic, E2U verbal subtitles can be:

- verbalising: e.g., E2U subtitles for sign language texts.
- deverbalizing: e.g., E2U subtitles that also use nonverbal elements (e.g., pictograms), which were not part of the original subtitles.
- enhancing: e.g., E2U subtitles that describe a sculpture and provide additional background information before the actual description of the piece of art.
The table below sums up the parameters to classify E2U verbal services.

Table 2. Classification parameters for E2U verbal access services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Verbal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plain Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intrasemiotic</strong></td>
<td>intralingual, interlingual, enhancing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intersemiotic</strong></td>
<td>deverbalising, verbalising, enhancing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The operationalisation of the parameters allows us to classify any E2U verbal access service as shown in the next table.

Table 3. Examples of E2U verbal access services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semiotic identity</th>
<th>E2U access service (auditory)</th>
<th>E2U access service (visual)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– Verbal, intrasemiotic, intralingual</td>
<td>E2U audio</td>
<td>E2U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Verbal, intrasemiotic, intralingual,</td>
<td>– comment</td>
<td>– intitiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enhancing</td>
<td>– description</td>
<td>– intralingual subtitling (recorded)¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– explanation</td>
<td>– real-time intralingual subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– intitiles</td>
<td>– surtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– introduction</td>
<td>– written explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– subtitles</td>
<td>– written summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– summary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– surtitles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– remake</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– sight translation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– voice-over</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Verbal, intrasemiotic, interlingual</td>
<td>All the above as well as: E2U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Verbal, intrasemiotic, interlingual,</td>
<td>– consecutive interpreting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enhancing</td>
<td>– simultaneous interpreting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– written explanation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– written summary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹². Encompasses subtitles for persons with hearing loss and other audiences
Adaptations such as:
- pictogram to E2U audio access services
- an E2U audio description of a sculpture

To sum up, the use of verbal simplification methods to create E2U access services changes the semiotic identity of the standard access service in some cases. As is the case in nonverbal E2U access services, they can display either the same semiotic identity as their standard counterparts or differ when the codes are different. Equally, the amount of semantic and semiotic material may vary.

Again, the next step would be to create this material and conduct reception studies. It could be presumed that Easy to Read access services are more challenging to implement than Plain Language ones as some E2R guidelines may diverge from those of the standard access services. For example, subtitling guidelines concerning length and speed may conflict with specific E2R rules such as starting each sentence on a new line or being explicit. Such particularities demand the development of idiosyncratic guidelines for E2U services such as subtitling or audio descriptions.13

The next two tables display the classification parameters and provide examples of E2U access services according to their semiotic identity.

**Table 4. Classification parameters for of E2U access services**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intrasemiotic</th>
<th>Verbal</th>
<th>Nonverbal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intralingual, interlingual, enhancing</td>
<td>Easy to Read</td>
<td>Pictogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancing</td>
<td>Pictogram</td>
<td>Pictogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deverbalising, verbalising, enhancing</td>
<td>Plain Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. E2U access services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E2U access service</th>
<th>Auditory</th>
<th>Visual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nonverbal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– intrasemiotic,</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>Easy pictogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– enhancing</td>
<td></td>
<td>Easy sign language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nonverbal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– intersemiotic,</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>Pictogram-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– enhancing</td>
<td></td>
<td>adaptations of verbal access services:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pictogram-based intertitles,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>subtitles, surtitles, written summaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verbal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– intrasemiotic,</td>
<td>E2U (PL or E2R)</td>
<td>E2U (PL or E2R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– intralingual or</td>
<td>audio comments, audio description, audio</td>
<td>intertitles, intralingual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interlingual,</td>
<td>explanation, audio intertitles,</td>
<td>subtitles, real-time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– enhancing</td>
<td>audio introduction, audio subtitles, audio summary,</td>
<td>intralingual subtitles,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>audio surtitles, remake, sight translation, voice-over</td>
<td>surtitles, written</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>explanations, written</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verbal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– intersemiotic,</td>
<td>Any adaptation of pictogram E2U audio access services</td>
<td>Any adaptation using only verbal elements or both verbal and nonverbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– deverbalizing,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– verbalizing,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– enhancing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Conclusions

The undertaken classification shows that the semiotic identity of E2U access services is not always equivalent to that of standard access services. Moreover, it brings to light the fact that these translations as text enhancers will not always comprise the same amount of semiotic material. Given that they are inspirational translations to enhance understandability, the type of information that they convey may also be different, as previously described by Bernabé and Orero (2019b) with regard to the selection of E2U audio description cues.

The classification has also shown that E2U access services have idiosyncratic properties such as their non-standard use of language, function, and
semiotic characteristics, which enable them beyond the “transversal property” of a given standard access service.

3. E2U access services meet WCAG 2.1

The increasing digital nature of audiovisual products, the high relevance of accessibility within the audiovisual media landscape, and the lack of a defined value chain for these services (European Regulators Group for Audiovisual Media Services [ERGA] 2016) calls for alignment of audiovisual access services with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), in their current version 2.1 or future ones, as pointed out by Bernabé and Orero (2019; forthcoming).

WCAG are an internationally recognised set of requirements for the design of accessible digital resources on the web (W3C 2018). The guidelines result from the collaborative work by the World Wide Web Consortium’s Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) since it was founded in 1997.

The WCAG guidelines define accessibility for digital content around four accessibility principles: perceivable, operable, understandable, and robust. Each principle encompasses guidelines and sets of success criteria to test their level of conformance: A (lowest), AA, and AAA (highest). Furthermore, the guidelines provide a repository of techniques for implementation. Though compliance with WCAG does not guarantee web accessibility, they have become a recognised quality and harmonisation standard of best practices. Currently, they are adopted by laws in 21 countries, in the EU and by Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act in the United States (Enamorado 2019).

The four accessibility principles pose different demands on audiovisual services. The ‘perceivable’ principle requires accessibility of content and interface elements to be made via at least two different sensory channels. ‘Operability’ demands the provision of input alternatives to the mouse, meaning accessibility through the keyboard or other devices that emulate them. ‘Understandable’ asks for meaning in terms of language and functionality at any point of the interaction. Lastly, ‘robust’ calls for a stable compatibility between systems and technologies by means of interoperability.
The principles ‘operable’ and ‘robust’ are the more technical ones. However, if not considered, they might halt the interaction either partially or entirely. In this sense, a keyboard user may, for instance, be able to browse a TV show but find barriers when it comes to operating the player; in other cases, users who only have access to older technologies may be unable to interact if there is no accessibility API for communication.

‘Perceivable’ and ‘understandable’ are the principles that relate more closely to the AV modalities. The first one focuses on access through alternative sensory channels and thus already includes AV modalities such as audio descriptions, captions, or sign language. Legibility indicators are paratextual elements (Yuste Frías 2012) that support perceivability and also include: contrast, colour, size, good sound, layout, and others. Lastly, the ‘understandable’ principle builds upon the principles of ‘perceivable’ and ‘operable’, and capitalises on comprehension by means of improving readability, reducing the cognitive load during the interaction, and providing assistance, where necessary.

Within AVT, the principles of digital accessibility harmonise with the accessibility factors introduced by Gambier (2004). Thus: (a) legibility and synchronicity refer to the perceivability of the translation product; (b) readability, relevance, domestication, and acceptability relate to understandability; and (c) as (digital) products, they must meet user expectations (domestication) regarding the way they can be operated, the terminology used in the interface (acceptability, legibility, readability, and relevance), and the way in which they communicate with other systems—robustness—(acceptability, domestication).

As providers of an alternative way of communication (Bernabé & Orero 2019), access services that embrace the principles of digital accessibility must, therefore, be available to the widest range of users regardless of their age, ability, and technology throughout the provision chain. From this perspective, the concept of services cannot be limited to the product, for instance, a subtitled or audio-described film, but it should rather encompass the so-called accessibility chain as defined by the Spanish standard UNE 170001-1. As the standard defines, “[t]he accessibility chain will comprise all elements
that allow users to carry out all activities and tasks during the interaction” (AENOR 2007: 5). This approach has already been claimed by the authors Moreno, Martínez and Ruiz (2007) for digital products such as videos. In this article, this perspective is used to identify parameters to categorise the degree of accessibility of access services during the interaction, which starts at the very moment the user decides to use the service, extends throughout the provision of the access service, and expands beyond it, as it becomes part of the user experience.

The human-centred (HC) approach to the design of digital products cannot be left aside. Though the scope of this work does not allow for the exploration of this topic, it goes without saying that accessibility and Universal Design put users at the centre of their actions, as stated in their slogan: “Nothing About Us Without Us” (Zero Project 2014). Figure 2 illustrates how digital principles can be considered throughout the provision of access services and can follow a human-centred approach.
This HC approach would enable the categorisation of access services according to two parameters:

I. Degree of accessibility of the service
   a. fully accessible at the different interaction stages
   b. partially accessible
   c. not accessible

This parameter categorises the services according to their accessibility along the accessibility chain and yields services that are either fully accessible, even if they are integrated, for instance, in a web-platform, partially accessible, or not accessible at all.

II. Degree to which the end-user is involved in the process
   a. end-user involvement in the design (HCD service)
   b. partial involvement of end-users in the design
   c. none
This parameter yields services that involve end-users in the design of the service. Though this parameter is considered necessary in order to align with the concept of inclusion and Universal Design, it will not be further considered in this article because it exceeds its scope. However, in the field of Easy to Read, a succinct study conducted by Bernabé (2015) showed that the design of E2R digital products often follows the principles of HC Design.

This section has related access services to digital accessibility. As a result, two parameters for categorisation have been identified, one related to the compliance with the digital accessibility principles (WCAG) throughout the provision chain, and the other one related to the underlying, human-centred approach of accessible design.

Since this article focuses on cognitive accessibility, the accessibility chain should be adapted accordingly. The next section shows how the accessibility chain can consider simplification recommendations to improve comprehension.

3.1. Improving cognitive accessibility in the accessibility chain

The purpose of this article is to provide a taxonomy for easy-to-understand access services. The fact that the taxonomy considers these services as digital products explains why they should be compliant with digital accessibility principles during the interaction. After this initial, more generic step, this section shows how the guidelines Information for All (Inclusion Europe 2009), easy-to-read materials (IFLA 2010), and Annex II of the German directive Barrierefreie Informationstechnik-Verordnung—BITV 2.0 (BITV 2016) already provide recommendations to improve readability, and, hence, understandability throughout the accessibility chain. These overlapping documents, authored by end-users associations and legislation, emphasise the need for an interdisciplinary effort to gather all views and knowledge in the process of developing these new services.

According to Figure 2, the service should support cognitive accessibility at access and throughout the provision, and that the content itself should be easy to understand. The recommendations are presented following this scheme.
3.1.1. Easy-to-understand interaction throughout the service

Users start interacting with the system or platform at the very moment they decide to use a service. The first steps they undertake aim to locate the service, operate it, or stop the interaction if their expectations are not met at this stage. The following recommendations seek to improve the experience during the interaction by supporting cognitive accessibility.

3.1.1.1. Finding the service

Provide E2U information about:

- What contents and services are provided (DVD, web-platform, other).
- What contents and services are available in E2U.
- How to navigate and reach the E2U services.
- Who to contact for assistance.

If available through the Internet, add the keywords: Easy to Read, Plain Language, and Easy to Understand to the meta tag.

3.1.1.2. Operating the service

- Provide E2U information about how to control the player before the actual film, play, broadcast, etc. begins.
- Present the aforementioned information automatically on the screen or display it before the actual show begins.
- Provide a way (e.g., link, menu item) to return to Home at any time.
- Provide an easy way to find the information provided in E2U.
- Provide different and predictable ways of finding content.
- Try to have a way for people to find things easily.
- If available through the Internet, avoid pop-ups.
- Audio description can be switched off at any time.
- Audio subtitles can be switched off at any time.
- Subtitles can be switched off at any time.
- Speed control and rewind are available throughout the duration of the audio description.
3.1.1.3. Understanding

- Inform the audience beforehand about the topic of the show.
- In audio descriptions, the background voice and its purpose should be introduced before the show starts.
- Choose the format (audio, written) that is best suited to its purpose; support understanding through multimodality.
- Provide E2U instructions to solve errors.
- Use E2U linguistic and design recommendations to present content.

3.1.1.4. Robustness

- Guarantee compatibility with other technologies such as screen-readers.

3.1.1.5 End-user participation

- Always find out as much as you can about the people who will use your information and about their needs.
- Take into account the information formats: written, electronic, audio and video.
- Always involve people with intellectual disabilities when creating your information.

3.2 Conclusions

By acknowledging E2U access service as digital products, it is possible to foster a multidisciplinary approach in their design and creation. Though digital accessibility guidelines already include access services as Success Criteria, AVT is now starting to take a more holistic view that goes beyond content creation.

This new understanding of access services will also influence the skills and competences that professionals in the field must acquire to deliver quality E2U access services. Furthermore, it will trigger the need for training and training material, and it will create new job opportunities.
4. E2U audiovisual content meets validation

Plain Language and Easy to Read are user-centric simplification methods. Both recommend involving end-users in the creation process and, particularly, as validators of understandability (Inclusion Europe 2009; IFLA 2010; PLAIN 2011; García 2012; Siddharthan 2014; Plena Inclusión Madrid 2018).

Validating understandability is critical in E2R contexts and recommended for PL texts (PLAIN 2011; AENOR 2018; Plena Inclusión Madrid 2018). However, this process or task does not change the nature of access services. For instance, a validated subtitle would still be a subtitle, whether E2R, PL, E2U, intralingual or interlingual.

This article acknowledges the importance of validation as a parameter to assess quality of E2U content and suggests two variables: (a) Validation goal and (b) Point in time of validation. The first enables the categorisation of E2U content according to the pursued validation goal, for example, compliance with E2R or PL rules and recommendations, text-type adequacy, or to obtain the E2R logo.

The second, Point in time of validation, locates assessment chronologically either before or after provision. From a user-centric approach, a validation that takes place before provision implies that experts or end-users have been purposefully involved in an iterative process. Conversely, a validation that is carried out after provision occurs under uncontrolled conditions. For instance, the channels are random (e.g., via social media, a feedback form, a comment on Facebook, or an email) and profile, motivation and expertise of the person remain most probably unknown. Furthermore, in this type of validation, validation results may not be implemented for reasons such as money constraints. Also, in some cases, adequacy of the proposed changes will have to be assessed prior to implementation. Due to these constraints, such validation can only be considered as “Commented validation”.

As parameters, Validation goal and Validation point in time can be operationalised to differentiate the resulting categories.
Table 6. E2U content validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation goal</th>
<th>Validation point in time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>During creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2R-logo validation</td>
<td>E2R end-user revised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validated texts display the E2R logo (e.g., Inclusion Europe, Netzwerk Leichte Sprache) and cannot be modified afterwards without undergoing a new end-user validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL validation</td>
<td>PL end-user revised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance with E2U rules/recommendations</td>
<td>– E2R revised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– PL revised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Pictogram revised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-validated</td>
<td>Not validated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. E2R-logo validation

Plena Inclusión Madrid (2018) and AENOR (2018) define this type of validation as a validation that is carried out by end-users. This validation focuses on the understandability of the content during the interaction. Though it also encompasses linguistic revision of the content, it approaches style and linguistic appropriateness from a cognitive perspective. The main validators are end-users, who are supported in the process by so-called facilitators. Validated texts may display the E2R logo in compliance with the issuing organisations (e.g., Netzwerk Leichte Sprache, Inclusion Europe). After validation, these texts or services may not be changed without undergoing a new validation.

As for the point in time, this validation can be done during and after the text or the service have been created. However, until the validation has been completed and the logo issued, this validation will fall under one or several of the next types.

b. PL validation

This type of validation is equivalent to the first. However, no logo is issued because there are currently no PL logos.
c. Compliance with E2U rules/recommendations

This validation can be undertaken by teams of persons with disabilities and facilitators, or by other professionals in E2U simplification guidelines and recommendations. For instance, a subtitler who knows E2R guidelines can validate whether readability compliance is given with regards to paratextual features (e.g., font-size, font-type, spacing) and linguistic simplification rules.

As for the point in time, this validation can take place before or after delivery. Validation after provision takes place under uncontrolled conditions. In such cases, there is no knowledge on the validator or the validating conditions nor on the purpose of the validation.

d. Non-validated services

This case yields services that have not undergone validation.

5. Conclusions

E2U access services can be described as inspirational translations that use language in a non-standard way and act as text enhancers to fulfil the overall goal of supporting readability and understandability of audiovisual content. The semiotic identity of the simplification methods used to create easy-to-understand content leads to changes in semiotic identity as compared with their standard counterparts. Differences bring to light idiosyncratic properties such as the use of nonverbal elements (e.g., pictograms or emojis), paratextual features (e.g., bigger font-sizes, use of the white space on the page), and prosodic ones (e.g., intonation and use of voice in audio access services). Having their own defined identity may facilitate their integration in the AVT landscape and increase their visibility.

Above all, the suggested classification should be regarded as a starting point to gather empirical data from reception studies and foster their development. Furthermore, the classification will enable the development of parameters for each service as already undertaken in the field of E2U audio description (Bernabé & Orero 2019), E2U subtitling (Bernabé et al. forthcoming), and E2U respeaking (Eugeni & Bernabé 2020).

The categorisation of E2U access services has also brought into light two further aspects: the role of validation and validators, and the need for access
services that consider accessibility throughout the whole accessibility chain. The fact that understandability can only be validated by end-users also fosters the recognition of this professional role and creates new job opportunities. The compliance of digital E2U access services with the WCAG 2.1 guidelines will not only enable access for all, but it will also support the current work of the COGA.
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